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GLOBAL CEMENT: GRINDING

Ball mill optimisation using smart fill-level control 

Expert systems have been proven to optimise the operation of ball mills all over the world. For 
decades, high-level control systems have guided cement producers towards more efficient 
and consistent operation. Such systems do not make human operators unnecessary but 
instead offer the control team in the central control room more time for other work. While 
these ‘auto pilots’ control mills and kilns, there is more time for manual adjustments and more 
precise operations in other areas of the plant. However, each ‘auto-pilot system’ is only as 
good as the information that guides it. In this article, we look at how Kima Echtzeitsysteme‘s 
SmartFill™ fill level management system can be used to optimise the grinding process of one 
and two chamber cement ball mills.

Dirk Schmidt, KIMA Echtzeitsysteme

A sophisticated and well developed expert system 
should be easy to use and able to be maintained 

by the plant personnel. The times when remote 
experts need to frequently visit the plant for adjust-
ments should be history. 

A modern high-level control system allows plant 
operators to create and modify individual plant con-
trol loops via simple graphical tools and logic blocks. 
By this I do not mean set-point corrections but add-
ing new instrumentation into the control loop and 
changing logical combinations. This includes new 
parameters like new fuel types in the combustion or 
the change from manual input parameters to con-
tinuous measurement signals.

The modular and open control software Smart-
Control™ developed by KIMA Echtzeitsysteme 
considers such demands. It has found success in 
single and two-chamber ball mills (including central 
discharge) for raw meal, slag, coal and, of course, ce-
ment. The system can also control roller presses that 
are installed before the mill and separators. It is sold 
under the name MillMaster.

MillMaster comes with a multitude of function 
blocks that are assembled to a control group in a 
special programme called ‘Control Designer.’ The 
intuitive user interface offers clear visualisation, is 
flexible and easy to learn. It was designed to offer 
process engineers that have no programming skills 
the opportunity to generate the control logic and 

adapt/manipulate it by themselves without the need 
of external support.

Pre-defined functions and structures are simply 
created via ‘drag-and-drop’ from a large catalogue 
of functions, helping operators to focus on the 
essentials. A huge library of existing structures 
gives, for most applications, complete solutions 
that can be further adapted by limit value and set  
point adjustments.

To smooth rapidly-varying process instrumenta-
tion signals for control purposes such ‘digital filters’ 
compare to traditional ones in that they do not 
have a delay time. The green line in Figure 3 shows 
a highly-fluctuating measurement signal as is usual 
in the industry. A classical filter would smooth the 
signal but would always have a delay time. This can 
be a ‘killer’ in situations where, for example, in-situ 
measurements and process leading values are used in 
control loops.

Besides highly-sophisticated digital filters, the 
MillMaster system contains predictive models that 
can predict trends into the future (See Figure 4). 
So called ‘soft-sensors’ can be generated, which 
use multi-dimensional input vectors. This groups 
together significant process data to determine the 
outcome of longer timeframe processes, minutes 
or even hours in advance. This model prediction is 
a very useful tool for complex phenomena in non-
linear processes. It should be noted that the control 
methodology is distinct from model predictive con-
trol (MPC) but instead uses MPC to calculate future 
trends in the control loop as soft sensor information. 
This leads to both the sensor’s signal and control loop 
being much more stable when unpredictable situa-
tions arise.

Control loop and strategy
Each controller is only as good as its instrument for 
the targeted value and each grinding process is only 
efficient at an optimum mill capacity. The classical 
strategies for controlling a ball mill all influence the 
efficiency of the grinding process indirectly. 
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Right - Figure 1: An On 
Mill Unit (OMU) SmartFill 
(circled) on a two chamber mill. 
Level sensors for chamber 1 and 
chamber 2 are installed directly 
on the mill tube.



Imagine the following set of parameters: Fresh 
material = constant; Reject material = constant; Total 
feed = constant. Such information gives the operator 
an impression that the process is very constant, but 
this is not the case. All of these parameters tend to 
oscillate significantly. This can be measured using a 
precise fill-level measurement. 

For this reason KIMA decided to develop a fill-
level measurement called SmartFill™, which is based 
on structure-borne sound. Highly reproducible and 
stable signals give the separate fill levels of chambers 
1 and 2 separately, offering high-level control systems 
a new source of fundamental information. Conse-
quently the leading cement producing companies in 
the world have implemented or recommended the 
use of SmartFill’s ‘electronic ears’ in their in-house 
expert systems.

KIMA uses the optimal filling of the mill as the 
main control parameter. This allows the grinding pro-
cess to become very stable, which allows unexpected 
disturbances to be accommodated more easily. The 
main variable parameter is the hardness of the  mate-
rial to be ground, which influences the time it must 
be held within the mill. Figure 5 makes it clear that 
all delay times within the production circuit are more 
or less constant (T1-T5). Only the time the material 
spends in the ball mill itself (T mill) is not known and 
definitely varies with the grindability. It is thus logical 
that the fresh feed into the mill should be adjusted 
accordingly and be used to keep the level inside the 
mill constant.

Sophisticated controllers need reliable 
sensors
Compared to classical proportional integral deriva-
tive (PID) controllers the fuzzy components in expert 
systems like KIMA E’s MillMaster 
and SmartFill systems can compen-
sate for signal drift that occurs as 
a result of wear in various parts of 
the process. Other technologies are 
all installed away from the original 
source of interest, i.e.: the mill body. 
Microphones as well as vibration 
sensors that measure the variation 
of sound or vibrations in the bear-
ing foundations are all indirect 
and failure-sensitive sources of raw 
information. A microphone that 

‘listens’ can be very sensitive to other mills, motors 
or gearboxes nearby, meaning that the vibrations of 
motors, wearing sprockets from drives or similar can 
disturb vibration analysis. It is no secret that these 
types of system must be re-calibrated, very often on 
a monthly basis.

With a constant fill level inside of the one or two 
mill chambers the optimum production volume is 
reached. Keeping these levels constant also secures  
a more constant product quality due to the particle 
size distribution becoming narrower. Another logical 
effect is the reduced wear of liners and balls which 
was reported by HeidelbergCement, Dyckerhoff 
(Buzzi Unicem), LafargeHolcim and other produc-
ers. It is not surprising that, when it comes to certain 
guarantees, OEMs of grinding plants consider using 
SmartFill in their projects. To secure constant product 
quality and constantly high production for their cus-
tomers in greenfield or modernisation projects, the 
measurement system with the sensor box mounted 
directly on the mill body is considered right from the 
first specification.

Implementation and adaptation to the 
plant automation
Regardless of which distributed control system (DCS) 
is used, the MillMaster reads and writes its data via 
an open platform communication (OPC) connec-
tion to the plant controller. The very few set point 
corrections and limit value adjustments can be easily 
implemented in the supervisory control and data ac-
quisition (SCADA) system and visualisation displays 
of the plant. This makes the switch from manual or 
standard PID control operation to the ‘auto pilot’  
very easy. 
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Above left - Figure 2:  
MillMaster - Screenshot from 

the Control Designer with  
logic functions that can be 

easily combined to ‘rules’ by 
dragging and dropping.

Left - Figure 4: Predictors 
support the connected fuzzy 

controller downstream to take 
the right action. Three variables 

are shown.
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Above - Figure 3:  
Digital filters developed by 

Kima ‘E’ as real time information 
without any delay time.
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In manual operation, mill input (fresh feed) 
should be adjusted by a ‘fresh manual’ value that is 
entered in the SCADA system. When MillMaster is 
running, its calculated ‘fresh feed set value’ controls 
the fresh feed.

This and other set values can be fully-automated 
and adjusted while the KIMA E’s MillMaster is in 
operation. The system usually runs for 95-100% of 
operational hours. Operators learn very fast that 
driving the mill in the auto-mode gives them time 
to concentrate on other issues around the plant. 
The process engineers are very thankful that they 
can change not only parameters but also adapt new 
instrumentation easily into the control strategy on 
their own. 

Proven results
In 2007 the Lafarge Davenport plant (now Continen-
tal Cement) in the USA, reported the various benefits 
of the MillMaster plus SmartFill package. 

Jonathon Sprague, Instrumentation Supervisor re-
ported, “The Davenport Lafarge plant is very satisfied 
with our Smartfill and MillMaster systems. Kima ‘E’ 
is very knowledgeable and has been excellent to work  
with throughout. Since operating and controlling 
our grinding mills with the MillMaster and SmartFill 
systems from KIMA we have been able to optimise 
our grinding process in terms of better information 
to make process decisions. For example, there had 
been a plan to add additional block-off plates in the 
diaphragm, because it was believed that chamber 1 
was under-loaded and chamber 2 was full. The day 
that we commissioned the SmartFill device, we found 
that chamber 1 was actually full and that Chamber 
2 was only 60% loaded. We later took out all of the 
existing blanks in the diaphragm to allow better flow 
into chamber 2 and have the level up to 85-95%.”

“It is now easier to see the effects of process 
changes because the mill loading is kept constant. 
We were able to reduce grinding aid usage while 
increasing production. More stable operation also 
results in more consistent lab results as well as less 
wear on liners and balls. We have mostly eliminated 
the loose liner bolts that we had previously had to 
deal with routinely. This is probably attributed to less 

direct impact on the liners, because of stable mill 
loading. The plant also saw a reduction in power 
consumption per tonne of cement and increased 
production.”

“The commissioning and the optimisation 
of the MillMaster system was taken care of by 
KIMA engineers via a  VPN connection, freeing 
up manpower that was previously devoted to 
optimisation of Lafarge’s LUCIE control system,” 
concludes Sprague.

A more recent order is from the Opterra ce-
ment plant of Karsdorf, Germany (now owned 
by Schwenck Zement). Another former Lafarge 
plant, it has ordered six MillMaster plus SmartFill 
packages to optimise its ball mills in a single mill 
building. KIMA hopes to report the results at a  
later date.
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Above - Figure 5: All time 
delays are constant except for 
the time that the material stays 
in the mill (T  mill). A reliable 
measurement is therefore of 
great importance.

Above right - Figure 6: 
A SmartFill On Mill Unit 
(OMU) with cable trays to the 
structure-borne sound sensors 
for chamber 1 and 2 as well 
as the optional thermocouple 
measuring the gas/mate-
rial temperature within the 
diaphragm.

Below - Figure 7: The 
Continental Cement plant at 
Davenport reports fundamental 
benefits of using MillMaster.


